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      "This dictionary of cultural studies provides a handy and wonderfully comprehensive guide- it doesn’t purport to tell the whole story, but it does offer to introduce readers and point out further paths. This short dictionary is a wonderful addition to the world of cultural studies. Students will find it a godsend; teachers, a springboardto an exciting intellectual milieu within communication studies; and libraries, a hard-to-keep-the shelves volume."




  
          Paul A. Soukup




              


    
      



 


 
      `A scholarly lexicon and stimulating 'rough guide' for  Cultural Studies as it confronts and navigates the shifting sands of past, present and future' - Tim O'Sullivan Head of Media and Cultural Production, De Montfort University




`I'm certain undergraduate and postgraduate readers will consider the Dictionary to be a highly useful resource. Taken together, the definitions provide a effective overview of the field' - Stuart Allan Reader in Cultural Studies, University of the West of England, Bristol




  
              


    
      



 


 
      The Dictionary is very good for students, who want easy access to well writen and short paragraphs about many essential subjects in Cultural Studies. I recommend this book for students of Culture.




  
          Mr Bastian Friborg
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    SAGE Knowledge is the premier social sciences platform for SAGE and CQ Press book, reference and video content.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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